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ABSTRACT

1

Videos are dominant on the Internet. Current systems to
process large-scale videos are suboptimal due to the following reasons: (1) machine learning modules such as feature
extractors and classifiers generate huge intermediate data
and place heavy burden to the storage and network, and (2)
task scheduling is explicit; manually configuring the machine
learning modules on the cluster is tedious and inefficient.
In this work, we propose Elastic Streaming Sequential data Processing system (ESSP) that supports automatic task
scheduling; multiple machine learning components are automatically parallelized. Further, our system prevents extensive
disc I/O by applying the in-memory dataflow scheme. Evaluation on real-world video classification datasets shows
many-fold improvements.

With the prevalent use of mobile devices and the rapid development of transmission and storage systems, a massive
number of multimedia contents are uploaded onto the Internet. A recent report shows that 67% of all Internet traffic
are video in 2016, and the percentage will increase to 80% by
20211 . As more and more videos are generated, distributed,
and made accessible all over the world, efficient ways to analyze and understand the video content are of fundamental
importance. In particular, video classification concentrates
on automatically assigning video clips with semantic concepts such as actions, events, activities, and emotions based
on the visual contents, which is a prerequisite for a broad
array of high-level vision tasks, including video retrieval and
surveillance [27, 44].
In the past years there has been much attention in the
video classification domain. Descriptors like frame-based appearance features [3, 24, 26, 30], spatio-temporal visual features [5, 22, 41, 42], and audio-visual joint representations [1, 15, 53] are designed for video contents. Recently, deepneural-network-based visual models make breakthrough on
several computer vision tasks [11, 20, 37], and video classification with deep networks also achieves significant improvement
on the performance. Deep networks such as convolutional
neural network (CNN) [18, 36, 55] and Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) [6, 50, 51] are applied to the video domain
and achieve performance gain over traditional approaches.
Current deep network paradigms for classification involve
learning the models on a large dataset of labeled data. Researches on video classification also stimulate largely by the
video datasets and a few benchmarks are released [2, 12, 13,
16–18, 21, 23, 25, 33, 38, 54]. We list some popular manually
labeled datasets in Table 1. The quantitative parameters of
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INTRODUCTION

CISCO VNI Global Fixed and Mobile Internet Traffic Forecasts 2017. https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/service-provider/
vni-network-traffic-forecast/infographic.html

Table 1: Statistics of popular video classification
benchmarks (sorted by the released year). The total durations are measured in hours.
Year
2004
2008
2011
2011
2012
2015
2015

these datasets, i.e., video clip numbers, category number,
and total durations, increase over years. Large scale video
database, incorporating with the well-designed deep learning
based models, effectively promote current video classification
systems. Meanwhile, the learning frameworks also bring forward new challenges. In general, there are mainly two steps
included in a video classification framework, i.e., generating
multimodal features and multimodal clue fusion. The intermediate video data and features not only consume large storage
space but also reduce the efficiency of whole system, thus
this step is usually considered as the bottleneck, especially
when the amount of video are large.
In this paper, we demonstrate an end-to-end classification
system for large-scale video classification, and the Elastic
Streaming Sequential data Processing system, or ESSP in
short, is proposed. Particularly, a video frame container is
used upon the video storage as the initial stage of the data
loader, and the frame can be loaded to the key-value map.
The model trainer, fusion and feature extractor are executed
according to the available system resource. All the data are
transmitted from one block to another to assemble a dataflow
in which none of the intermediate representation is stored on
the disk.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper include:
∙ Unlike previous video classification systems, ESSP is
able to decode videos and extract basic features simultaneously, so that less storage is required during video
analysis.
∙ ESSP incorporates multi-node caching and load balance, which ensures the computational efficiency for
video classification, comparing with traditional deepnetwork-based systems.
∙ We also propose novel strategies for prefetching the
data for training deep neural models.
∙ We evaluate our system on two real-world video classification datasets, i.e., UCF-101 [38] and FCVID [16]. Results indicate improvement over the traditional pipeline.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 reviews the related works on video classification. Section
3 describes our proposed ESSP system. In Section 4, we
demonstrate the quantitative study and preliminary results
on large-scale video classification challenge. And finally, we
conclude our work in Section 5.
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Figure 1: The architecture of the ESSP system.
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RELATED WORKS

Video classification is among the top interests of computer
vision, which requires discriminative feature descriptors to
represent the videos. In recent decades, video feature engineering has witnessed the improvement of the video analysis.
Up until recently, the handcrafted appearance features and
motion features are still the dominate video representations.
For instance, Laptev introduced the spatio-temporal interest
points [22], Dollár et al. extended the Gabor filters into 3D
including time dimension [5]. Wang et al. proposed dense
trajectory (DT) and improved dense trajectory (iDT) which
extracted the trajectory tracks from the densely sampled
interesting points [42, 43]. To describe all these interesting points and trajectories, bag-of-features (BOF) methods
are adopted due to their simplicity [24]. Several alternatives are proposed including histograms of flow orientations (HOF) [23], histograms of 3D gradients (HO3DG) [19, 34],
and motion boundary histogram (MBH) [4]. DT and improved iDT features together with MBH and HOF descriptor
achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
With the recent advance of image classification [11, 20,
28, 37, 52], video spatial features encoded from neural networks are used for video classification [18]. To learn the
spatio-temporal features, Du et al. [40] and Ji et al. [14]
developed 3D convolution neural network to capture the
motion information from the adjacent frames. Further spatiotemporal feature learning mimics the two-pathway model
revealed from neuroscience’s study on brain. Simonyan proposed the two-stream neural network that learns the temporal
features from the stacked optical flows and fuses spatial and
temporal features into one feature descriptor for video classification [36, 55]. Inspired by these work, Wang et al. stacked
the trajectory-pooled features to learn motion information
and also achieved the state-of-the-art [45]. In a more subtle
extension of two-stream framework, Wang [48] and Peng [31]
proposed to incorporate human and object proposal features
which leverage the semantic cues to learn spatio-temporal
features.

Fusing the spatial and temporal features has also proved
to improve the classification performance significantly. Wu
et al. proposed to fuse multi-stream features by using the hybrid neural networks and achieved the state-of-the-art [50, 51].
Feichtenhofer et al. investigated various ways of fusing ConvNet towers both spatially and temporally for the purpose
of best taking advantage of spatio-temporal information [9].
Wang et al. introduced the spatio-temporal compact bilinear
operator in fusing the two types of features [47]. Feichtenhofer
et al. invented the motion gating method to combine the appearance and motion pathways of a two-stream architecture
which can be trained end-to-end [8]. Duta et al. introduced
a spatio-temporal vector of locally max features, which is a
fast vector-based encoding for local deep features [7]. Zhang
et al. used the enhanced motion vector for fast video classification [56]. Girdhar et al. jointly aggregated the spatiotemporal features into a set of action primitives over the
appearance and motion stream of a video, named ActionVLAD layer, which can be trained end-to-end [10]. Besides,
Recurrent Neural Networks are popular for aggregating the
entire video features due to their attention mechanism. Ng
et al. explored various convolutional temporal feature pooling architectures to combine image information across the
entire video [29]. Donahue et al. described several recurrent convolutional architectures suitable for large-scale video
understanding [6].
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∙ Video decoding and feature extraction workers obtain
job messages from the Kafka queue, fetch videos from
the video storage, compute the specific task, and then
push the results (video frames and features) back into
Redis.
∙ Model training workers fetch the frames and features
as inputs – after obtaining the job message from Kafka,
the dataloader component fetches data from Redis and
then feed them into the training process. The intermediate and final models are sent to the storage. The
master cluster directly controls the training workers
by sending model training strategies.
∙ The job messages from Kafka and information from the
master cluster (like the fusion strategies) are therefore
sent to the feature aggregation workers.
∙ The control signals such as start, stop, and pause are
also made by master cluster and transmitted through
Kafka.

THE ESSP SYSTEM

Several challenges exist to apply the two-stream framework [9]
and the Temporal Segment Network [46] for large-scale video
classification. The first is data storage on hard disk. For instance, the dataset of Large-Scale Video Classification Challenge [49] is 3TB for the videos. During the training process
for the spatial models, the video frames are extracted as a
prerequisite step and the data volumes are more than 10
times for original videos. Besides, the intermediate video
representations, such as the MBH and HOF features, are
also stored on the hard drive. The videos, frames, as well as
features, consume more than 50TB spaces in total. On the
other hand, if such data is stored on the distributed cluster,
the networking encounters another challenge. Suppose the
video frames are resized to 256 × 256 pixels, the volume for
the image is 192KB, while that for the corresponding optical
flow with optical flow stack width 𝐿 is 128𝐿KB. The data
to transmit have to be compressed in a distributed training
system with 𝐿 = 10 and batch size 256.
To handle these challenges, we design the Elastic Streaming Sequential data Processing system (ESSP) in this work.
Figure 1 is the whole architecture of the ESSP system and
the details will be introduced in the following sections.

3.1

data structure store Redis 2 for caching the extracted video
frames and features. To dispatch jobs and to coordinate the
production-consuming rates among the workers, a message
queue is implemented based on the distributed streaming
platform Kafka 3 due to its distributed capacity and high
throughput. Besides, as the volume of the videos and the
trained deep models are usually large, we employ the Qiniu
Cloud 4 distributed file system to host these data. The general dataflow controlled by the master cluster includes the
following steps:

Master Cluster and Infrastructures

The goals of the master cluster are to dispatch tasks, to
supervise and schedule the independent modules, and to synchronize the tasks. The master cluster consists of several
components. The first component is based on the in-memory

The ESSP system supports automatic task scheduling;
multiple machine learning components are automatically parallelized. The system is built upon microservices. For both
master cluster and worker clusters, Kubernetes 5 is used as
docker orchestration system for container scheduling, providing expansive methods for service deploy, maintenance and
extension.

3.2

Video Decoding Cluster

For large-scale video classification, video decoding is essential.
The decoding workers respond to decoding requests, get the
required video and corresponding information (e.g., offset
and time window), and then deliver the generated frames to
the following task.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, traditional
approaches put the video frames on disks and pick them up
when needed. The disadvantage is obvious; the learning system needs order-of-magnitudes storage space for the frames
than the video storage. Another approach is to only have
videos on the disk and decode frames on-the-fly; this solution
introduces great pressure on the computing infrastructures.
We aim to trade-off between the computation and the storage upon the master cluster. The general video decoding
work flow includes the following steps: initially, the system
2
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checks whether the decoding workers are ready and sends
notifications; after receiving the notification in random sequence, videos are decoded and frames are serialized; finally,
the frames are pushed into the key-value store or sent to the
subsequent cluster directly.
Video decoder cluster uses a random sequence generator
to produce random video segment seeds. The video learning
system shuffles the data in each epoch. We set the sequence
generator once for an epoch, producing a video segment
seed before each epoch begins. Following class balance in
training [35], videos are fed with three random selection,
i.e., a randomly chosen class ID, a random video ID from
the chosen class, and a random frame offset from the chosen
video. Therefore, the random sequence contains three random
elements: class ID, video ID in current class, frame begin offset
in the video. As frame stack is always needed in the following
phase, it comes with another constant parameter and frame
count to decode. The reason we made an independent module
for decoding is that, the decoding and training rates are
not always matching; one decoding module may deal with
multiple training and is followed by several feature extractors.

3.3

Feature Extraction Cluster

Feature extraction worker are responsible for extracting the
features during training. As we believe there will be novel
features in the future, we design the feature extraction cluster
as an open-registration module, so that a new extractor can
be attached and registered from the master cluster. The
default feature is the single video frame, which is already
extracted by the video decoder. Here we take single optical
flow as an example; we pack the flow extractor into a docker
image, and the master cluster only maintains a feature-image
table. The core work flow of a feature extractor image is as
follows: a) it obtains the decode sequence from the master
node; b) it then fetches the corresponding frames from Redis;
c) features are extracted and serialized next; d) finally the
features are pushed into Redis cluster.
The docker-based micro-service framework simplifies the
resource scheduling. To add a new extractor, we build a new
feature extractor image and add a record in the table. To
expand specified extractors, we change the corresponding container number, and the Load-Balance will take charge of rest.
This scheme reduces our work for attaching features. Currently, the system includes the following feature extraction
images:
∙ Optical flow: dense optical flow is the most popular
temporal feature in the literature. The standard dense
optical flow is sampled as [9]. We leverage advantages
of online sampling and online decoding and perform
experiments on different optical flow stack width. Also,
we use test optical flow variants as [56], such as warped
flow, bi-directional flow, and dense trajectory.
∙ Frame stack and frame difference stack are also brought
into feature extraction because of their simplicity. Our
system allows different extractors and parameters; the
only thing needed is attaching new services.

3.4

Model Training Cluster

The model training cluster is to manage multiple training
procedures and to prevent a single node from failure. The
training module obtains frames or features from a kv-store
where pre-computing modules are stored. The training module usually contains several CNN training, and each one
corresponds to different features. As different training has
different rates of convergence, computing resource between
them should be allocated dynamically. For simplicity, we
make this allocation on GPU-level, assigning different training with different GPU amount. The parameters are chosen
by experience aforehand and are adjusted according to the
validation loss. We evaluate the necessity for parameter turning after each training iteration, which most avoids disturbs
to training.
The key factor of the distributed trainer is the parameter synchronization speed, so a distributed system is necessary. We also use micro-service framework mentioned in
the previous section to carry the training systems. So the
Trainer-Registration Table is also needed. There are several training instances accommodated in a heterogeneous
architecture. Training instances can be single-CPU or GPU
container, multi-GPU in single node, or multi-GPU in distributed configuration. When instantiated, containers should
be assigned with specified computing resource. However, distributed training cannot be assigned directly on docker level;
a unified interface is built to accommodate the distributed
system management. The mainly used training framework in
video learning is the two-stream [9] framework. Spatial and
temporal cues are trained separately and the final aggregation
is carried out in next module, which we will discuss later. The
spatial cues are used on single frames. We implemented it in
PyTorch Framework, following the ImageNet classification
scheme and fine-tuning from 22k pretrained model. Temporal
cues are represented by optical flow and frame stacks. The
advantage of our distributed trainer is that we can try as
many trainers as we want. Each trainer is equipped with a
prefetch queue to preload data from the memcache cluster,
avoiding the transforming bottleneck. If the bottleneck still
exists, we can expend the memcache cluster.

3.5

Feature Aggregation Cluster

Aggregating multiple modality cues improves video classification performance. However, aggregating multi-modality
features usually requires the sequence of features, which is
different from training the spatial ConvNets. For instance,
training LSTM for aggregation requires the video features
in sequence. The target of this module is to adjust the IO
pattern from fully random to partially sequential. During
the aggregation stage, each stream features can be stored in
the sequential cache. The IO pattern is dynamically adjusted
based on the aggregation algorithm. When the aggregation is
focusing on spatial aspect, the IO pattern is more random. If
the aggregation is on temporal aspect, the IO pattern is more
sequential. Moreover, in order to support distributed training,
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Figure 2: Sample video frames for the datasets.
the IO pattern is designed to be virtualized to facilitate the
dispatching of the sequential features.

3.6

Prediction

During the prediction, each stream of the video features are
extracted according to the time sequence; then the streams
are fed to the aggregation model to obtain the video descriptors. At this stage, many models are ensembled by using
various kinds of weights. To improved the classification accuracy, action localization is optional for untrimmed videos to
detect the key motion chunks.

4 EVALUATIONS
4.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
We adopt the popular two-stream pipeline for large scale
video classification. For the training phase, we randomly
select batches of frames and stack optical flows from the the
feature pool which is automatically maintained by the ESSP
feature extracting process. We train the spatial and temporal
CNN models and evaluate the performance on two datasets
in different scales.
UCF-101. [38] The UCF-101 dataset is a widely used benchmark for action recognition in videos, which consists of 13,320
video clips (27 hours in total). There are 101 annotated classes divided into five types: Human-Object Interaction, BodyMotion Only, Human-Human Interaction, Playing Musical
Instruments and Sports. We perform evaluation according
to the popular 3 train/test splits following [13]. Results are
measured by classification accuracy on each split and mean accuracy over the 3 splits. For some evaluations, we only report
results on the first split due to the computation limitation.
FCVID [16] contains 91,223 web videos annotated manually
in 239 categories. The categories in FCVID cover a wide range
of topics like social events (e.g., “tailgate party”), procedural
events (e.g., “making cake”), objects (e.g., “panda”), scenes
(e.g., “beach”), etc. These categories are defined carefully and

Neural Network Architectures

The neural network architecture is essential to the performance of a deep learning model and many cutting edge
network architectures show their outstanding performance
in various image understanding tasks. Recent studies demonstrate that better recognition accuracies are achieved by
deepening the CNN architectures [37, 39];, deeper architectures can lead to progressively more discriminative features
at higher layers. To evaluate the performance of different
network architectures, we try and evaluate a medium network structure (VGG19) and a very recent deeper network
architecture (ResNet). For the temporal network, we also try
VGG19 and ResNet.
VGG19 [37] VGG19 not only reduces the size of convolutional filters and the stride, but more importantly, it extends
the depth of the network. Specifically, VGG19 consists of 19
layers, including 16 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected
layers. In addition, the size of all the convolutional filters
decreases to 3 × 3 and the stride reduces to only 1 pixel,
which enables the network to explore finer-grained details
from the feature maps. With this deep architecture, VGG19
possesses strong capabilities of learning more discriminative
features and the high-level final predictions. It produces a
7.1% top-5 error rate on ILSVRC-2012 [32] validation set.
ResNet [11] is proposed in which the neural network learns
the residual information between each layers. In ResNet,
many skip shortcuts are built between the network blocks.
ResNet abandons the fully-connected layers which contribute
to most of the parameters; instead the adaptive pooling
layers are used to generate the features. Benefit from these
skip connections, ResNet can be designed with a very deep
structure while still keeping small number of parameters for
fast speed. ResNet achieved the best performance in ILSRVC
2016 challenges [32], where its top-5 error rate in validation
set is only 5.71% produced by a 152 layers ResNet. We refer
the readers to the detail structure in [11].
Experiment Configuration. We fine-tune the VGG19,
ResNet50 and ResNet101 pre-trained on ILSVRC2012. We
set the dropout rate to 0.9 for VGG19, and there is no
fully-connected layers in ResNet. In the fine-tuning case, the
learning rate starts from 10−3 and decreases to 10−4 after
14K iterations, then to 10−5 after 20K iterations on UCF-101.
On FCVID, we only fine-tune for 5 epochs using the learning
rate 10−3 .

Table 2: Spatial stream results of two network architectures on UCF-101.
Models
VGG19
ResNet101
ResNet152

UCF-101 (split-1)
80.41%
80.44%
81.10%

Table 5: Training time on UCF-101 by using different GPUs. The spatial ConvNet is fine-tuned from
pre-trained ResNet101. The temporal ConvNet is
ResNet50 trained from scratch.
Network
Spatial ConvNet
Temporal ConvNet

4 GPUs
12 hours
18 hours

8 GPUs
8 hours
10 hours

Table 3: Temporal stream results of two network architectures on UCF-101.
Models
VGG19
ResNet50

UCF-101 (split-1)
78.22%
77.63%

Table 4: Speed of each operation. Video decoding
and optical flow computing speed is measured on
single CPU core. The convolution time is measured
on single Titan X (Pascal) by using ResNet152.
Operation
Decode & Optical Flow
Convolution

Speed
0.04 sec.
0.001 sec.

We only train VGG19 and ResNet50 on temporal streams
from the scratch of UCF-101. The learning rate is set to 10−2
initially, and then decreases to 10−3 after 100K iterations,
then to 10−4 after 200K iterations. The augmentation is
similar to [36].
Feature Aggregation. Aggregating multiple clues is a standard technique in video analysis, which can often lead to
better performance. The most common aggregate method is
fusing the different stream features by averaging the predictions. In this work, we focus on modality feature aggregation.

4.3

Performance Analysis

Classification Performance. Table 2 shows the mean average precision (mAP) on spatial ConvNets for UCF-101. We
learn from the table that the accuracy raises up with the
increase depth of the pre-trained network. The performance
of the temporal stream models is in Table 3. When training VGG19 and ResNet50, we use pre-trained networks to
initialize all the layers except for the first input convolution
layer and the last softmax layer. After we fuse the two stream
modalities, we get the ultimate mAP of 87.8%, where the
spatial ConvNet (ResNet152) reaches 81.1% and the temporal ConvNet (ResNet50) reaches 77.63%. In general, our
results are comparable with current two-stream approaches
such as [55]. We also conduct preliminary experiment (spatial
stream) on FCVID by fine-tuning pre-trained ResNet50 for
5 epochs, and got mAP of 62.7% on FCVID validation set.
System Performance. Training on the ESSP system, we
obtain a large elastic potential on training scalable sequential
data. The main challenge of training spatial or temporal
ConvNet is the intermediate storage of the images decoded
from the video. The storage size may explode even on small

video datasets like UCF-101, where 1.5𝑇 𝐵 is needed to save
the full extracted information. Although we can use multistage pipeline and data compressing techniques to overcome
this difficulty, the increasing scale of the video dataset, which
requires hundreds of gigabyte storage, makes the training
infeasible.
We evaluate our system’s decoding and prefetching efficiency. In video analysis, decoding the video and computing the
optical flow are the fundamental procedures. Decoding and
computing the optical flow on-the-fly using the off-the-shelf
implementation such as ffmpeg6 and OpenCV7 may introduce bottleneck on modern GPUs. Table 4 shows the speed
of each operation. As we can see from the table, the data
prefetching speed restricts the entire convolutional network.
In our ESSP system, we load the optical flow and images from
the cache pool with no overhead between data loading and
training. We train the temporal model on various multi-GPU
settings to evaluate the efficiency of our system.

5

CONCLUSIONS

We introduce an elastic system for large-scale video classification. The pre-processing module (video decoding) and
machine learning modules (feature extraction, model training,
and feature aggregation) in the worker clusters collaborate
and are controlled by the master cluster. The system supports automatic task scheduling and multiple machine learning
components are automatically parallelized. The dataflow between consecutive worker clusters is executed in an in-memory
manner, which avoids the heavy burden to the storage and
networking. Preliminary results on two real-world video classification datasets show the efficiency of the proposed system.
For our future work, we plan to extend our system to support multi-node caching to facilitate a distributed training
framework.
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